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Complex function theory of one variable can be developed on the basis
of three different approaches.
(a) The (so-called) Weierstrass approach, namely the fact that holomorphic functions can be locally represented by their Taylor expansions. Here
the basic properties of the ring £f(1) of convergent power series in one
variable such as <^(1) being a principal ideal ring become important;
(b) The (so-called) Riemann approach, based on the fact that holomorphic functions can be characterized as those differentiable functions
ƒ' = g + ih 'm z — x + iy satisfying the Cauchy-Riemann equations:

(i)
K)

V.

UV

+ I.V\=0

dz'
2\dx*
dy)
Here the "good" properties of the system (1) of partial differential equations are the essential feature. Namely, it is elliptic, linear with constant
coefficients and intimately related to the Laplace operator A = 4d2/dzd~z
with all its wonderful, well-known properties. Furthermore, (1) has as its
natural geometric interpretation the conformality of biholomorphic maps.
(c) The (so-called) Cauchy approach, based on the Cauchy integral formula for holomorphic functions. The properties of the integral operator(s)
with the Cauchy kernel are used as the most powerful tools from this point
of view. In particular one has the formula

which holds for all domains Q c C the boundary of which_consists of a
finite number of disjoint C1 Jordan curves, for all ƒ € Cl(Q) and for all
z e Q. It can be used very successfully in this approach.
(It should be pointed out that the association of the names of Weierstrass, Riemann and Cauchy with these approaches can be justified only
partially from the historical viewpoint. For some interesting details about
this see for instance [27].)
Most presentations of basic function theory use a pragmatic mixture
of the approaches (a)-(c). It can, however, also be quite interesting to
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see how one can get how far with each of these approaches separately.
(Presentations stressing the Weierstrass point of view were, for instance,
given in the first edition of [18 and in 8]. The Cauchy approach is somewhat stressed in [19] (however without any deeper applications to function
algebras or other possible topics).)
In the function theory of several complex variables the respective generalisations of the three approaches (a)-(c) play an important role. However,
in each of them difficulties arise, which are linked to those new phenomena which are typical of the function theory of more than one variable and
make its study so interesting. As only one example we mention the Hartogs
extension phenomenon. Namely, let A := {(z,w) e C 2 : \z\ < 1, \w\ < 1},
and put for any e, 0 < e < 1, Q := {(z, w) e A: \z\ < e or 1 - e < \w\}.
Then any holomorphic function ƒ on Q can be extended to a holomorphic function on A. The new difficulties necessitated the introduction of
additional concepts and methods in the pursuit of these approaches. Let
us describe in the following some features of each approach.
The Weierstrass approach in some sense dominated the development of
a large part of the general theory of complex analysis up to about 1965. The
most essential tools are the Weierstrass preparation theorem, the Weierstrass formula and the so-called "Heftungslemma" of H. Cartan (although
many proofs of them use Cauchy integrals on polydiscs). As a representative of the new difficulties we mention the fact that the ring & of convergent
power series is no longer a principal ideal domain but only a noetherian
ring. This causes, of course, the theory of coherent analytic sheaves to
be more complicated and, at the same time, more interesting. Besides,
algebraic geometry also local analytic geometry has much influenced the
development of modern commutative algebra. The three volumes [11, 12,
13] by H. Grauert and R. Remmert give a presentation of some parts of
complex analysis in which the Weierstrass philosophy of using algebraic
tools as much as possible has been stressed.
The Cauchy-Riemann equations in several complex variables are
^ - = 0,
dzk
Their inhomogeneous form

(3)

| £ = &.

fc=l,...,/!.

k=l,...,n

is for n > 1 an overdetermined system with the obvious integrability conditions

P = l^.

k,l=l,...,n.

In the language of differential forms the system (3) leads on any complex
manifold M and for any 0 < p < n = dim M to the so-called Dolbeaultcomplex
0 -» QP{M) -> Cp'°(M) £ CpA(M) £ • • • £ Cp'n(M)
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where Cp>q(M) denotes the space of (p, #)-forms with C°° coefficients on
M, i.e., the forms a which in local coordinates can be written as
a

=

gi

]C

Wi h ' dzh A • • • A dzip A d~zh A • • • A d~zk

i

\<i\<"-<ip<n
l<j\<-~<jq<n

= Yl 8u dzi A dzj
\I\=P

\J\=a

where the ' at the J2 means that the sum is taken only over the strictly increasing ^-tuples I and #-tuples / , such that the coefficients gu e C°°(M)
are uniquely determined. The notation £lp(M) is used for the space of
holomorphic /7-forms on M. The operator ö is then defined by
J2,È^=Ld'I^dzIAd-Zj.

da =
\i\=pk=\

k

I'M
2

One has d = 0, and according to the Dolbeault-Grothendieck lemma, the
complex (4) is locally exact (replace all Cp>q{M) by the space of germs
of (p, <7)-forms near any given point z e M). The Riemann approach to
complex analysis is based on the global study of (4) from the point of view
of partial differential equations. It has been developed in a systematic way
only since the fundamental works of J. J. Kohn [20] and J. J. Kohn and
L. Nirenberg [22] from 1963-1965 on the one hand, and L. Hörmander
[16] from 1965 on the other hand. Again a difficulty arises in this context
which is typical of the case of more than one variable. Namely, whereas
the complex (4) is elliptic near any interior point of M, this is no longer
the case near the boundary, not even on any bounded, smoothly bounded
domain D cC", n> 1. For (p, #)-forms a, q > 1, on a hermitian complex
manifold M with compact support in M one has the elliptic estimate
(5)
IMI?<C(||Âa||§ + ||ra||§)
where ô* denotes the L2-adjoint operator of d, || • ||o means L2-norm on
M and || • ||e means the Sobolev norm of order e on M (with respect to
L2). In order to deal with the additional difficulties arising at the boundary Hörmander uses in [16] L2-norms with suitable weights which allow to
estimate boundary terms arising in typical integrations by part. On manifolds M on which such weights (j)\, fa, 03 exist (so-called pseudoconvexity
properties play an essential role) the basic estimate

(6)

IMI$2<I|S«IIS3 + l | ö * <

can be proved for all a € Cp>q(M), q > 1, for which the adjoint operator
T : L2pq{(j)2) -> L2pq_x{(t)\) of d is defined. (The norm ||.||^ inL2>r(<£) is the
L2-norm with weight factor e~^.) Existence theorems for (4) follow from
(6) in the usual way. In his introductory book [17] Hörmander shows how
important parts of complex analysis can be deduced from these results or,
more generally, in the spirit of the Riemann approach.
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J. J. Kohn, L. Nirenberg [20,22] use in their investigation of the CauchyRiemann-equations a different approach. Imitating the fruitful connection
between the Cauchy-Riemann equations and the Laplace operator in one
complex variable they study at first the so-called 9-Neumann problem,
namely the Inexistence and regularity theory of the operator
(7)

D := Td + dd*: Lp'q(M) -• Lp'q(M)

where L%,q(M) are the (p,q)-forms on M with L2-coefficients. The operator D is well defined on
domD M := {ƒ e Lp'q(M): ƒ e domd ndomö*,
df € domo*,T ƒ e domo}.
On manifolds M with C°°-smooth boundary dM the space &p'q(M) :=
domD|,,0 n Cp,q(M) can be characterized by two boundary conditions,
the so-called Neumann-conditions. They guarantee that the L2-adjoint
operator ^f o f ^ equals its formally adjoint operator on dom DPiQ and on
d(domnPtq). It can easily be seen that for the solvability of
(8)

Of = g

the integrability condition g J_ %?p,q must be satisfied with
MT*« := {h e domD M : Dh = 0}.
And if (8) is solvable for all g e (^?p'q)±, we define the Neumann operator
AT of M as
g

fO,

forg€^pq,

\f,
fOTglJTP*.
where ƒ is the unique solution of (8) with ƒ 1 &p*q. It is easy to see that
in this case for any a e L%,q(M), q > 1, with 9a = 0 the form

0:=d*Na
is the unique solution of
(9)

dy = a

orthogonal to ker9 in L%,q~~l(M).
The existence of the Neumann operator follow^ under suitable pseudoconvexity hypothesis already from Hörmander's ö-theory. The regularity
properties of N are, in fact, the most important topic of this approach,
even already for smoothly bounded domains Q mCn. It is, for instance,
one of the most intriguing open questions whether N is hypoelliptic on
any such Q which is pseudoconvex. The local hypoellipticity of N on such
domains is a consequence of a subelliptic a priori estimate of the following
form: for a given point z$ e dQ, there are a neighborhood U = U(zo), an
e > 0 and a C > 0 such that

(io)

ml

<c{\m2+\\9*n2+\\n2}

for all (/> e &p'q{Q) with supp^ C U n Q, as was shown in [22]. This
estimate is closely related to very subtle geometric properties of dQ near
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zo. The question for which domains the estimate holds for e > 0 has since
1965 given rise to much research. We mention only [3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 21],
where the interested reader also can find more references.
Finally, we come to the Cauchy approach to function theory in more
than one complex variable. (It is, in fact, this approach which is emphasized in the book by R. M. Range.) Here the situation might at first glance
look like being perfect, since by iterating the Cauchy integral formula of
one complex variable one obtains a similar formula for certain product
domains in C", the integration kernel just being a product of Cauchy kernels (formulas of this type were, in fact, generalized by A. Weil to analytic
polyhedra). However, also in this approach typical new difficulties arise in
more than one complex variable, if one asks for integral representation formulas for (p, #)-forms on smoothly bounded domains Q <g Cn. In search
for a generalization of (2) to this situation one is lead to the MartinelliBochner-Koppelman formula, which we will briefly explain here. We denote co(C) := dÇ\ A • • • A dÇn,
(11)

< C ( C - z) := £ > l ) > + % - ?j) A (<tf* - dJk) A co(C)

and put for any differential form ƒ e C0,q(Q),
(12)

{Baf)(z) :
'

/(C)A

(2ni)"

<c(C-z)Ao>(Ç)

lC-z>"

ZGQ

'

and
(13)

(W)(*) :=

(n-l)l

ƒ

/(O A

,r—-TC

,

zeQ.

One then has for any form ƒ € C°,g(Q) the representation on Q,
(14)

(-l)gf

= BdQf-Bndf

+ dBQf

(for n = 1, q = 0 this is exactly (2)). Although this formula is very general, it is only of limited usefulness, in particular, for solving the CauchyRiemann equations. This is caused by the fact that for n > 1 the terms

ic -

5r|2«

in the integral kernel are no longer holomorphic in z.
It was only since 1970 and due to the fundamental work of Grauert
and Lieb [10], Henkin [15] and Lieb [24], which was based on ideas of
Fantappié and Leray, that this difficulty was overcome. The crucial observation was the following. Let w(z, Ç) := (w\ (z, £),..., wn(z, Ç)) for z e Q,
Ç G U, where U is a neighborhood of dCl, be a C°° map with
n

(w{z,C), C - z) = YlwAz> 0 ( 0 - zj) # 0,

for all (z, C) e £2 x ÖQ
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(such a map is called a Leray map) and suppose that w(z, Q is holomorphic
in ze£2. PutforO<A< 1,

and for ƒ € C°«(Q), z e Q,
(15)

(*&/)(z) :=

{

j^

/{eô£j / ( 0

A Û / W ( ^ ( Z . C , A ) ) AÛ»(C).

0<A<1

Then one has with 7^ := (-\)q(K%a + ifo) the homotopy formula on Q,
(16)

f = dTqf + Tq+{df.

If ö / = 0 then u:= Tqf obviously solves ~du — f.
Holomorphic Leray maps were constructed on strictly pseudoconvex domains CI by Ramirez [26]. Therefore, (16) becomes for these domains a
tool for solving ~d. From it—together with many variations of it—in recent years a very extensive theory has been developed with strong links to
other fields like singular integrals, analysis on nilpotent groups, pseudodifferential operators (as two recent articles out of a long series we mention
[14 and 25], where other references can be found). With respect to many
norms it gives the best possible estimates for solutions of d.
The book by R. M. Range is an introductory text to complex analysis
based on (16) (or rather an equivalent formula) and its consequences.
Since the solution of the Levi-problem is needed to establish (16) globally
on strictly pseudoconvex domains, (16) is used at first only locally. This
is then put into the machinery of H. Grauert for the solution of the Levi
problems and, finally, (16) is obtained globally. As applications Hölderand Lp-estimates for d on strictly pseudoconvex domains Q are given, the
Mergelyan property of such Q is proved, the Gleason decomposition in
A(Q) is derived and important regularity properties of the Bergman kernel
on Q are shown. They are used for the proof of the Fefferman theorem
[9] about the boundary behavior of biholomorphic maps between such
domains with the method of Webster [28], Bell and Ligocka [2] and Bell [1].
Furthermore, the book contains the elementary theory of pseudoconvexity
and domains of holomorphy.
Ranges' book is very carefully written. The philosophy of what is being
done is always explained and extensive notes at the end of the chapters
give a good picture of the history of each subject. Many exercises are used
to assure a good understanding and to broaden the ideas.
Why does the book in the part treating (16) and its consequences consider only strictly pseudoconvex domains? The reason comes from nature,
namely on arbitrary smooth pseudoconvex domains there are in general
no holomorphic Leray maps, [23]. Also «other difficulties arise which altogether explain why the theory of solving ô with estimates on such domains
based on integral kernels is still in its beginning. Although the book sometimes hints at this, a chapter on special new phenomena in the weakly
pseudoconvex case might have been useful. It can be claimed with only
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little prophecy that one of the centers of active research during the next
years will lie in this area.
The book can be recommended very much as a first text in complex
analysis of several variables. But the reviewer would like to repeat here in
his own words what the author also says in the book: In modern complex
analysis the methods of all three basic approaches have to be put together.
Therefore, any student who started in complex analysis with this book
should continue by reading other books emphasizing more the Riemann
and Weierstrass approaches (and vice-versa).
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"The theory of functions of several real variables": sounds old-fashioned,
doesn't it? But look in your copy of Hewitt and Stromberg [2] or Royden
[3]. You'll find plenty of analysis on the real line, and plenty of analysis
on abstract topological spaces and measure spaces, and not much in between. This gap is partly a reflection of the temper of the times; but in the
early 1960s when these books were written, beyond the level of calculus
there really wasn't much in between, at least not much that was ready to
be transplanted from research journals to books.
In the intervening quarter-century the situation has changed enormously,
and analysis on R" is now a thriving subject. Among the main lines of development are the following:
(1) Banach spaces of functions and generalized functions defined in
terms of various growth or smoothness conditions: Lp spaces, Hardy
spaces, Sobolev spaces and their relatives, BMO, and so forth. Closely
intertwined with this are the theory of differentiability and the study of
approximation of arbitrary functions by suitable types of smooth functions, such as trigonometric polynomials or harmonic functions.
(2) Singular integral operators, oscillatory integral operators, and operators defined by convolutions or Fourier multipliers, and their continuity
properties with respect to the Banach spaces mentioned above. These
classes of operators include pseudodifferential operators and their generalizations, as well as the Fourier transform.

